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Home / Industries / Healthcare

Healthcare
The Healthcare ecosystem is advancing fast. New technologies have the potential to transform patients’ lives, but it’s a sector that brings unique challenges in the development, approval and deployment of connected devices and systems.
We have deep experience in delivering new technologies in healthcare. From strategy and proof of concept all the way to scale and implementation, we’ll turn your ideas into a reality.

work with Us


  IoT in Healthcare
From wearable devices to digital healthcare tools, the Healthcare ecosystem is advancing fast. New technologies have the potential to transform the lives of patients, but it’s a sector that brings unique challenges around the development, approval and deployment of connected devices and systems.
Based on open standards, the end-to-end platforms we have created and deployed in European markets use video technology that provides visual connections between people in their homes and care providers. Our specific experience in this sector, allied with our background in developing and deploying solutions at scale for our media customers, means we are uniquely qualified to help you succeed.

We understand the many challenges that can arise in the Healthcare technology development journey, including matters of security and privacy. We’ve implemented a range of connected capabilities including remote connections to dialysis machines, a range of physiological measurements, interoperability with other cloud platforms and integrated reporting and measurement functionality.
The opportunities in healthcare are potentially huge but having an experienced partner is key. At Consult Red we can help you navigate potential issues, from device to connectivity, that can have a huge impact on time to market to help you deliver the best possible impact.
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Read More
I want to improve the user experience and interface
Our experience in developing and testing user interfaces and remote-control devices means we understand many of the challenges of designing consumer products for the home, that will be used by patients with a wide range of ages and physical capabilities.

	
Read More
I want to make my platform interoperable
Future requirements for digital health systems to be compliant with a set of interoperable standards is introducing obligations for systems to utilise FHIR, HL7 and SNOMED CT. We can help develop these capabilities.

	
Read More
I want to understand the adoption challenges in the NHS
Our teams have developed a communication platform to support remote care and understand the challenges of technology adoption in NHS and social care settings. Members of our team have contributed to innovation adoption studies for organisations such as UCL Partners and the Local Government Association.

	
Read More
I want to scale my technology solution
Having demonstrated the concept and produced a production prototype the next stage is to consider the needs of scale. We can help with support for scaling data and connectivity or for manufacturing. Our experience will help you scale efficiently and effectively.

	
Read More
I want to integrate my technology platforms
Interoperability is just a step on the road to integration. Bringing platforms together to share data and augment each other requires understanding of both the technological aspects and the operational requirements. We have extensive experience in the challenges of integration of platforms across operational and informational needs.

	
Read More
I want to generate data from my existing product/s
A key challenge of introducing new technology that disrupts current practice in healthcare is in understanding how that disruption will change the way things are done. This requires intelligent instrumenting of the solution, and measurement of a range of parameters linked both to activity but also outcomes. This instrumentation process is important but often not obvious. We can help by systematically exploring the proposed intervention and helping to capture relevant and actionable data.





work with UsContact Us
Get in touch with us and a member of our team will get back to you shortly.

Contact Us


Insights
Our thoughts, ideas and views as well as in-depth technical papers. Explore our insights, get to market faster and make your digital ambitions a reality.



[image: Video call with a doctor]Articles
The top five things we learned developing the use of video in health and social care
During the lockdown, we have seen wider engagement with video calling in healthcare. But, in this article Consult Red’s Adam Hoare argues that this adoption […]


Read more
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Consult Red answers the call in fight against Coronavirus
When Mastercall, an award-winning Social Enterprise organisation and ‘out-of-hospital’ NHS healthcare service provider, said they needed webcams, Consult Red was more than happy to answer the call!


Read more


[image: Development of a video and health data platform]Case Studies
Development of a video and health data platform
Consult Red supported the development of new health and social care service communications technology. The service was a system integration of hardware, software, cloud platform, broadband […]


Read more
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Our Offices

Consult Red UK

Shipley, UK



Consult Red US

Redondo Beach, USA



Consult Red PL

Wrocław, Polska



Consult Red PL

Zielona Góra, Polska



Consult Red PL

Katowice, Polska



Consult Red PL

Warszawa, Polska



ConsultRed India Private Limited

Hyderabad, India
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Get in touch
To get in touch please call one of our offices or email us.

e: [email protected]

UK: +44 1274 287 700

USA: +1 310 807 0800

PL: +48 717 166415
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